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WHAT IS IAVM?
The International Association of Venue Managers (IAVM) is a non-profit organization dedicated to inspiring leaders, building
expertise, and creating connections for life within the venue management industry. IAVM hosts industry conferences,
provides live safety and security training programs, engages members through exclusive networking opportunities, conducts
extensive and insightful research, publishes the most up-to-date industry information, and much more.
Founded in 1924, IAVM represents public assembly venues from around the globe and connects more than 7,000 members
from arenas, convention centers, stadiums, performing arts centers, race tracks, universities, complexes, amphitheaters, and
fairgrounds. IAVM counts more than 800 allied companies among its members. These companies provide products and
services used by venue managers. Through their IAVM membership, allied members are able to present their products to
venue professionals representing BILLIONS of dollars in buying power.

IAVM MEMBER BY SECTOR

IAVM MEMBER BY TITLE
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Through strategic advertising in each of the marketing channels included in this kit, you will be able to enhance
your brand awareness, increase your company’s exposure, and positively impact your ROI.
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WHY
IAVM
When you market to IAVM’s
membership, your business, expertise,
and brand are connected to the
largest, international audience of toplevel, executive venue management
professionals, buyers, and influencers
in the venue industry with BILLIONS
of dollars in purchasing power.
IAVM has developed multiple
advertising outlets and media
opportunities designed to enhance
an advertisers ROI while increasing
brand exposure to thousands of
venue professionals. The key to the
best return on your advertising dollar
begins with our 7,000 members.
Our advertisers include suppliers of products and services such as:
- Acoustics
- Architects
- Audio/visual
- Booking Agencies
- Box Office
- Carpeting/flooring
- Computers/software
- Consultants in business ranging
from feasibility studies to
computers, construction, & security
- Engineers
- Event staging
- Food and beverage
- Hearing & listening devices

- Facial Recognition
- Insurance
- Lighting
- Medical
- Management firms
- Novelties/souvenirs
- Producers & promoters,
- Private management companies
- Scoreboards animations,
- Signage & digital signage
- Security & crowd control
- Sound
- Ticketing
- And so much more!
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Venue Professional

2021 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
January / February 2021
(Distributed January)
Ads Due December 1st

Focus: Creative Solutions for Pandemic Times
Features: COVID & Our Industry Creative Venue Usage F&B Changes
Drive-In Parking Lot Events

March/April 2021
(Distributed March)
Ads Due February 1st

Focus: AVSS
Features: COVID & Our Industry, Safety/Security, Sustainability
Interactive Kiosks

May/June 2021
(Distributed May)
Ads Due April 1st

Focus: Professional Development
Features: COVID & Our Industry, Technology: Face Recognition/
Temperature Monitors, Diversity/Inclusion, Importance of Signage

July/August 2021
(Distributed July)
Ads Due June 1st

Focus: VenueConnect
Features: COVID & Our Industry, Cleaning/Disinfecting, Look at
Construction, Leadership

September/October 2021
(Distributed September)
Ads Due August 1st

Focus: Making Tomorrow’s Leaders Today
Features: COVID & Our Industry, New Generations of Leaders, Safe
Distancing in Seating, Becoming a More Competent Communicator

November/December 2021
(Distributed November)
Ads Due October 1st

Features: COVID & Our Industry, Your Stories: Year-End Review, Social
Media Home Runs, Gaming/eSports Update
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Venue Professional
Venue Professional (VP) magazine is your home for reading expert commentary from EVERY sector type. Every issue includes
columns specifically addressing amphitheaters/fairgrounds, arenas, convention centers, performing arts centers, stadiums, and
universities, as well as ongoing columns from the young professional membership of the association. Of the more than 7,000 IAVM
members worldwide who receive Venue Professional magazine as a member benefit, approximately 93% are executive directors,
general managers, directors and managers. They are the decision makers you want to reach.

Premium Positions

Size
8.125 x 10.875

Back Cover

(with 1/4” bleed beyond trim
lines for full page coverage)

Inside Front Cover
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lines for full page coverage)

Inside Back Cover
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First Right Read
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lines for full page coverage)
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VP DIGITAL
-Intuitive Navigation
-The ability to add audio and video to your ad space
-And we SAVED THE BEST FOR LAST....Detailed
Analytics! Now we can track reader analytics in real
time - proving your ROI.

Left Front Cover Ad		
				

Video / Audio integration

$2,400

$2,000

8.125 x 10.875

Video: .MOV File
<4 minutes
(< 50mb)

LEAD

COVER

Pop Up/ Interstitial Ad
		
$2,400

Audio: .MP3 File
< 1 minute

Footer (Call to Action Text)		
		
$800

Video: .MOV File
<4 minutes
(< 50mb)
Audio: .MP3 File
< 1 minute
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VP DIGITAL
Full Page Ad

Half Page Ad

		

$1,800

72

$1,200

VENUEP RO F E S S I O N A L

Lean Management
The Venue Way

VENUEP RO F E S S I O N A L

One might think that with
“idle time” happening for
the most part that now is
the time to, well, be idle.
Big mistake, according to
Moore.

7.125 x 5

During the 1930s Toyota developed a manufacturing process that identified value and reduced waste. The process was
so successful that their vehicles became highly competitive in the world market at a time when “foreign” cars equaled
expensive. Other manufacturing companies took notice of Toyota’s success and adopted the “Toyota Way” to improve
their factory lines. Today the general principle behind this process is called “Lean Management”. Initially, those outside of
manufacturing did not pay attention to Lean Management because it was associated with production lines. But over time
the Lean Management model has been modified and applied to all types of businesses and today there are organizations
dedicated to Lean Healthcare, Lean Construction, and Lean Administration, to name just a few.

8.125 x 10.875
PERFORMING ARTS

There are many types of Lean Management programs. Six Sigma, ISEL Global, and PMI are some examples. While the
names may vary, the goal of each program is the same: The pursuit of perfection by identifying value, mapping the value
stream, and creating a flow in an efficient sequence. In manufacturing this is achieved by eliminating overproduction,
space, defects, labor steps, inventory, and incidents. Despite the production line nature of the nomenclature, the goals and
the way to attain them are the same regardless of business type.
At Portland’5 Centers for the Arts we used Six Sigma Lean Management to improve efficiencies within our Event Custodial Department. To improve an existing process, Six Sigma uses a process called DMAIC. DMAIC stands for Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control. The first step is to define (D) the process that needs improvement. The next
step is to measure (M). Measuring confirms the improvement by means of gathering data. The data is analyzed (A) to not
only confirm the original assumption but to find the root cause and secondary contributing factors. Once the causes are
delineated it is time to develop a quantifiable improvement (I) plan. The final step is the control (C) phase. The plan is
implemented, analyzed, and refined as necessary to provide continuous improvement.
At Portland’5 we applied DAMIC to the Event Custodian staffing model. During the time our study took place, Portland’5
scheduled close to 1,000 events a year in five theaters across a multi-block campus. On weekends it was not unusual to turn
each house at least twice in one day for a total of 10 turns a day. On paper we had more than enough staff in our on-call
pool to complete the tasks assigned to each shift, but despite our large labor pool the department struggled with achieving
adequate staffing levels for events and completing tasks. The 3rd shift staff was particularly hard pressed to complete their
tasks.
We decided to apply the DMAIC approach to the problem, as the solution at the time-adding to our event labor pool - did
not resolve the staffing issues. The first thing we did was put a team together consisting of the Supervisors and Leads. A
best practice of Lean Measurement is to include broad participation from all levels of a department Inclusion serves as a
good team building exercise, helps develop buy-in, and ensures that the subject matter experts are included. Bringing in
participants from other departments can also be beneficial because it provides a fresh perspective. For this exercise, we only
included Supervisors through the improvement suggestion steps. This was because our Event Custodians are union-represented and we wanted to make sure the solutions we discussed would work within the collective bargaining agreement
(CBA). Once we had solutions that were in line with the CBA, we opened the process up to the represented team members.

Learn. Upskill. Achieve.

In allied companies and organizations! As someone
who recently made the switch from being a Professional Member to an Allied Member of IAVM, I
have experienced the transition from front-line venue management to being one step removed. There
are so many amazing companies that serve public
assembly venues or venue managers and identify
as part of our industry. Whether it be a technology solution like EventBooking or a local community
partner for your venue, there are a lot of opportunities to stay connected to venues professionally even

Announcing Ungerboeck Certification!
Differentiate yourself from others in the industry.
Learning paths FREE to all customers in 2020!
Learn online on your time.

FULL
ungerboeck.com/learn

PAGE
Request your access today!

without a direct role as one.
HOW DO YOU STAY CURRENT WITH INDUSTRY TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS?
IAVM is my number one resource! I also love my
Google Alerts.
WHO ARE THREE PEOPLE YOU’D INVITE TO A
DINNER PARTY AND WHY?
Pocahontas, Harriet Tubman, and Hillary Clinton.
VP

“We’re trying to take all the
steps we can in the proper manner and look at it
from a glass half-full standpoint,” he said. “There are
no events going on right
now, so let’s get all the capital work we can done that
addresses COVID-related
items but also let’s try to
front-load some of the stuff
that we’re doing already.
We’re trying to buy pockets of time in the next two
years replacing carpeting,
upgrading restrooms, things
like that so that when we
come back our customers
will see a sexier, brighter, glitzier facility with all
of these safety measures
that are needed for this ever-evolving COVID-19.”
Moore said that when the pandemic first started the messaging was
to be proactive in communicating to all of the constituencies, customers, and the general public, but soon realized that “none of us
are doctors or scientists and didn’t want to get in the interpretation
business, so we are a lot less communicative about trying to predict
things that we don’t control.”

The team initially defined the problem as a lack of available labor. Measurement consisted of looking at the ideal vs. the
typical staffing levels for each shift, as well as the typical tasks required of each shift. We analyzed common attendance
and personnel issues that were impacting staffing. After analyzing the results, we concluded that there was a task and labor
imbalance during the 3rd shift which did not change regardless of the number of new hires. We were not able to keep those
shifts filled at the optimum level, and the 3rd shift was tasked with more work than could be accomplished. In addition,
there was only one Supervisor for three separate buildings, making it difficult to achieve consistent campus-wide results. We
also defined additional contributing factors to the task imbalance, each of which would receive its own DMAIC session,
including theater picking, program distribution, and parking delineations.

HALF
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Ultimately, our major improvement consisted of absorbing the 3rd shift crew into the 1st and 2nd shifts. We reallocated and
reduced some tasks, such as vacuuming the administrative offices every evening. We moved the overnight Supervisor to 2nd
shift to increase supervisory presence during events. We also developed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) related to
scheduling and availability that fell within the existing CBA guidelines.
The results were incredibly positive. The Event Custodians operated more efficiently, and they had better access to their
Supervisors. Attendance and call outs improved dramatically, and morale improved because we were able to include the
Event Custodians in our daytime employee-related activities. We were also able to provide a more consistent schedule
for the on-call team members while saving $27K in shift differential costs. Were there some challenges? The union was a
difficult sell and we lost some long-term employees who did not like the new SOPs. This created a service gap early in the
implementation.
Like everything in our world right now, applying Lean Management practices to our venues is more complicated than what
we describe in this article. From start to finish, the changes we enacted took almost a year to confirm the results. What we
are suggesting is that performing arts venues consider joining the other industries that use Lean Management techniques
as one of the tools to improve efficiencies and help your bottom line.
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and what’s not.”

>> JULIE BUNKER, MA & PAUL SCHERZINGER

Still, Moore explained the venue works in conjunction with the CVB
for larger citywide customers to just keep open the lines of communication. “We have a page on our website like most convention
centers do now that are specific to COVID-19 and includes a link
to our VenueShield program, and a copy of our reactivation plan
which talks about all of the different areas that we are preparing for
the reopening,” he said.
“We make it a point at the beginning and end of that document
to say the CDC and WHO guidelines change, and that the plan is
intended to be flexible and a living document to be able to change to
whatever those guidelines or mandates might be,” he added. “We’re
going to be smart about what we lean forward in and give ourselves
enough room to pivot if we need to.”
The ability to pivot if need be is something that every venue should
be prepared to allow itself to do. Flexibility is extremely important
as it backs up Moore’s comment about how it is fool’s gold to try and
predict things out of our control.
“If anybody could go back and say, I knew this was going to happen,
they’re lying,” Moore concluded.

The world’s event software

Julie Bunker, MA, is President of Milestone Initiatives, Inc., and Paul Scherzinger is Operations Manager of Portland’5 Centers for the Arts,
both based in Portland.

And that, folks, is the truth. VP
R.V. Baugus is senior editor for Venue Professional magazine.

1/3 Page Ad			
			

$800
Horizontal:
7.125 x 3.423
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VENUEP RO F E S S I O N A L

VENUEP RO F E S S I O N A L

ESPORTS GOES BOOM
WHILE OTHERS GO BUST

Tucker Roberts, president of Spectacor Gaming and the Fusion, also
expressed excitement about the opening of the arena and some new
avenues for gaming on the distaff side. “To say the least,” he said in
a recent interview, “we are delighted to be moving into Fusion Arena
next year, and we are also thrilled with the community’s response to
esports for the women’s tournament. These events will create a huge
demand for more women’s tournaments.”
And while the dedicated arenas are starting to blossom worldwide,
the Esports Nation already has vied in some very recognizable venues.

>> BO CARTER

The 2015 Call of Duty European Regional Championship was held
in London, England, at the famed Royal Opera House in Covent
Garden. Other events hosted by Gfinity in Jolly Old England (a hub
for esports) have been the G2 competition at the London Film Museum and the tidy, 4,000-capacity Copper Box Arena in London where
2012 Olympic handball competition was held.
The primary esports competitive games – Counter Strike, Starcraft
2, FIFA, and Call of Duty – have welcomed the world’s top players
tangling for estimated cash rewards of as much as $130,000 for the
top events in the early 2010s and much larger purses in recent seasons.
And one year before the 2015 extravaganza in London, Seattle’s
10,000-seat Key Arena hosted Dota 2 The International 2014 with
$11 million in prize money for the gathered gamers. Local organizers
acknowledged there were some empty seats for the late-night contests, but overall, the hosts and international officials were pleased
with both the levels of excitement and fan interest.

Imagine this scenario via the online esports announce team:
“Williams comes out of the corner in this Counter Strike: Global
Offensive game; he edges toward the hallway – watch out! The assassin got him (Killed You shows up in a lower panel simultaneously)
– Sorry, Williams, you are out.”
That’s a classic example of the booming esports universe, which PCMag.com estimates will generate $1.89 billion (with a B) annually in
revenue for the gaming industry by 2022. And enthusiasts know that
esports has arrived when both the coveted Associated Press Stylebook (in 2017) and Webster’s International Dictionary (2015) recognize the term and related defined areas of the games.
A term that developed out of such notations as Ebusiness, Ecommerce, Egames, and maybe Egad (from the Middle Ages), esports has
set the world and computer sports worlds ablaze with its millions of
followers and international competition. The intricate competition
of teams with 4-5 players (many wearing glasses and looking and
performing like young Einsteins) has advanced to such a peak that
the professional Overwatch League sports 20 teams from six countries and comparable gathering fan venues for each squad.
Venue Professional Magazine contacted some of the leaders, movers,
and shakers in the esports facility business and discovered some little-known facts.

Just for one matter of record, world-renowned architectural and
sports venue group Populous has designed three, esports-specific arenas in Philadelphia’s Fusion Arena (billed as the first primarily esports building in the Western Hemisphere and scheduled for an early 2021 opening), esports Arlington (Texas) and Fortress Melbourne
(Australia), which have had or are having immediate impacts on the
worlds of computer gaming.
Esports Arlington actually was a repurposed, 100,000 square foot
area of the Arlington Convention Center, which was constructed around the 1972 era when the Texas Rangers of the American
League moved from Washington, D.C. The Arlington venue is an
almost ideal location sandwiched around new (in 2020) Globe Life
Field of the Rangers, AT&T Stadium of the NFL Dallas Cowboys
and the National Bowling Hall of Fame three blocks down the road.
Venues such as Fusion Arena have become the footprint of future
all-esports viewing locations with additional multi-purpose usage
and convenience to other Philadelphia attractions.
“A partnership between Comcast Spectacor and The Cordish Companies, Fusion Arena represents the first piece of an expansive, new
mixed-use entertainment district,” said Populous managing director of Americas/senior architect/senior principal Bruce Miller in a
recent post. “The South Philadelphia development will sit within a
stone’s throw of the city’s other major professional sports venues.”

Staples Center (home of the NBA Los Angeles Lakers and LA Clippers when COVID-19 is not reigning its mayhem) also hosted the
League of Legends World Finals 2013, and both a sellout of all
12,000 seated tickets on the first day of sales, plus an estimated 8-8.5
million viewers during the most intense times of gamesmanship with
32 million-plus viewing the proceedings on dozens of streaming sites
indicated that esports was vying on the worldwide stage for sports
recognition.
London’s Wembley Arena (adjacent to historic Wembley Stadium)
has hosted such esports spectaculars as the European LCS Week 5
League of Legends while popular Commerzbank Arena in Frankfurt, Germany, was yet another Dota 2 competition in 2006 with
an impressive $150,000 divided among eight teams from throughout
the globe.
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with extensive individual and team stats. These numbers, used to determine winners and prize money, are enough to make Howe Statistics Bureau and Society of American Baseball Research SABR-matricians, among others, blush with envy.
The official Overwatch League website provides a Match Report for
each national and international event with “a summary of the most
important player statistics for every match of the Overwatch League.
There are multiple filters that can help you find a specific match in
the match selector. These include season, stage, map, team, and a
date range.”
Wow…
The site also tells readers and fans “you may also choose to combine
the values from all the heroes a player used in a match, or combine
the values from each map played into a total for the entire match.
And the Rate Ranks dashboard provides lists of players sorted by the
rate they gained key statistics such as final blows and eliminations.
The values shown are averages per 10 minutes.”
Overwatch fans also have “multiple filters that allow you to generate more specific lists, including Season, Map, and Team. You may
choose up to five different stats to be viewed at once. More information about each player is available in the mouseover tooltip on the
statistic value in the far-right of each column.”
The Overwatch career ranks dashboard “provides lists of players
sorted by their totals of key statistics such as final blows and eliminations. There are multiple filters that allow you to generate more
specific lists, including season, map, and team. The single records
dashboards “provide lists of players sorted by the highest amount of
key statistics they obtained in a single match.”
Can an Overwatch Fantasy League be far behind with these copious
statistics? Fans can imagine a couple of people crammed into a cubicle someplace near Beijing totaling up the fantasy results.
The league also offers a “level of detail filter that allows you to view
lists of statistics obtained on a single map. More information about
each record is available in the mouseover tooltip on the statistic value
in the far-right column of the official Overwatch League web pages.
With immense numbers of videos, the games themselves and popular ways of watching favorite tournaments of the past, some might
wonder how the tournament venues draw as many fans as they do.

1/3

And what would an esports tourney be without an appearance at the
literal hub of web and internet development – the Silicon Valley?

Well-orchestrated light shows, spotlights on contestants at critical
times, backdrops that might make Hollywood film makers blush, and
close-to-stage seating arrangements allow the spectators to watch the
esports people shriek, sweat, grimace, and even weep on occasion
after a kill-or-be-killed gaming moment.
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That venue would be the San Jose SAP Center at San Jose for the
ESL Intel Extreme Masters meet with 12,500 available seats and one
of the most elaborately-lighted and taped stages.

Several sports marketing opportunities and sponsorships have been
generated from these small team events with everything from T-shirts
with team members and mascots emblazoned on front and back
sides to customized, fan-favorite keyboards and even team-logoed
skateboards for the esports’ young and vibrant fan base.
And talk about statistics, there is a complete report on every match

Though the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic has put the kibosh on some
live events, esports administrators see a bright future with the 2021
opening on Fusion Arena in Philadelphia and events such as the Jan.
27-31, 2021, live Brazil Independent Game Festival, which is scheduled to be one of the first live-attended competitions of the new year.
VP
Bo Carter is a freelance writer based in Carrollton, Texas.
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IAVM NEWSLETTER
IAVM’s weekly newsletter provides more than 11,000 subscribed venue professionals upto-date industry information. Our goal is to provide relevant and interesting news covering
subjects and trending topics related to venues, life safety, educational opportunities,
technology, industry events, and so much more.
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ON THE WEB
IAVM.ORG
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Type
WEBINARS
MEMBER
MAILING LISTS
EMAIL
BROADCAST

Non-Member
Allied Member
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$10,000
$5,000

Full Member List

$3,500

Non-Member
Member

$4,500
$3,000
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SPONSORED WEBINAR DETAILS
IAVM Sponsored Webinars connect you to a presently engaged audience and drives quality leads to your sales team. Our
webinar attendees want straightforward content they can implement immediately on the job.

Sponsorship Fee:
• IAVM Allied Member Fee: $5,000 per webinar
• IAVM Allied Non-Member Fee: $10,000 per webinar

Sponsorship Includes:
• (1) 45-minute educational webinar presented by sponsoring company
• Sponsor recognition in the introductory and closing slides of the webinar with company logo, URL link and audio read of
company/product description (50 words or less)
• IAVM collaborates with sponsor to develop webinar and provides moderator and required facilitation
• One webinar preparedness session with IAVM Education Manager
• IAVM will include webinar recording in its webinar archive for a minimum of 12 months for extended reach and on-demand
playback
• Webinar promoted to IAVM membership via:
Listing on IAVM website
A link to your site on the webinar promotion page
Promotion in (2) weekly e-newsletters
Mentions on IAVM social media channels
• All webinar registrants full contact information provided after the live event (to include email addresses). List details will
include contacts who attended vs. registered, and full contact information for all who did not opt out. *Sponsor is limited to
one-time use of the contact list following the webinar
• Sponsor’s logo displayed on relevant IAVM website pages and throughout related marketing communications

Deliverables Required:
Sponsor to provide by required deadlines:
Title, Description, Learning Objectives, and Speaker Biography
A sentence or two about why an IAVM member should attend the webinar
(3) potential dates and times for the webinar (webinars are conducted Tues –Thurs)
(3) potential dates and times for speaker training (if necessary)
Finalized slide deck for approval at least 3 days prior to webinar date
Company logo: 72-dpi .jpg or .gif file to fit 252 x 80-pixel space
Company or product URL link
(1) email to be sent to webinar registrants and attendees following the event

To learn more about IAVM, please visit iavm.org.
To reserve advertising opportunities,
please contact us at advertising@iavm.org
or 972-538-1015.
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